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Preface
On January 15th 2016, Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change, Government of India issued a notification and in which Para 7(iii) (a)
and Annexure X purpose and structure of District Survey Report has been
discussed. District Survey report (DSR) will be prepared in every district for
each minor mineral. The District Survey Report will guide systematic and
scientific utilization of natural resources, so that present and future generation
may be benefitted at large. The purpose of District Survey report (DSR)
“Identification of areas of aggradations or deposition where mining can be
allowed; and identification of areas of erosion and proximity to
infrastructural structures and installations where mining should be prohibited
and calculation of annual rate of replenishment and allowing time for
replenishment after mining in that area”. The District Survey report (DSR)
will contain mainly data published and endorsed by various departments and
websites about Geology of the area, Mineral wealth details of rivers, Details
of Lease and Mining activity in the District along with Sand mining and
revenue of minerals. This report also contains details of Forest, Rivers, Soil,
Agriculture, Road, Transportation and climate etc.
Bulandshahar district is situated between Ganga and Jamuna rivers. Its
geographical area is 4322 sq.kms. and constitutes 1.47 per cent of the total
area of the U.P. State. The district has 7 Tehsils, 16 blocks and 1175 inhabited
villages and have a total population of 30.09 lakh as per the 2001 census. The
soil is very fertile and irrigation facilities are well developed. The main crops
are wheat and sugarcane. Dairy is the main subsidiary occupation. Non-farm
sector also occupies an important role in the district. Khurja and Sikandrabad
are the industrial areas of the district. Pottery, ceramic products and
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handicrafts (zari work) are the main activities which play an important role in
the district‟s economy.
Disclaimer: - The data may vary due to flood, heavy rains and other
natural calamities. Therefore, it is recommended that EAC/SEIAA/DEIAA
may take into consideration

all its

relevant aspects / data

scrutinizing and granting EC to the concerned Authority as applicable.
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Introduction
The district Bulandshahar is situated between Ganga and Jamuna rivers. It is
surrounded in the east by Badaun and Moradabad, in the west by Gautam Budh
Nagar, in the north by Meerut and Aligarh lies to the south of it. It is situated
between 27oN to 28oN latitude and 77o E to 78oE longitude. The altitude of the
district is 780 ft. above mean sea level. The Ganga River flows on its eastern
perimeter. Kali, Neem and Karban rivers also flow through the district.
The total geographical area of the district is 4322 sq.kms. and constitutes
1.47 per cent of the total area of the U.P. State. The climate is generally dry and
average rainfall is 696 mm. Bulandshahar district has 7 Tehsils, 16 blocks and
1175 inhabited villages. The soil is very fertile for agriculture. Irrigation facilities
are well developed and about 84 per cent land is irrigated by private Tubewells.
The average is above the state average. Wheat and sugarcane are the main crops
produced in the district. Dairy activity is the main subsidiary occupation. Pottery
and Zari work plays an important role as a non-farm activity in district‟s economy.
Khurja is an industrial area and Sikandrabad is an industrial estate located about 17
kms away from the district headquarter.
Sand is the main mineral available in the basin of Ganga & yamuna which is
used in civil construction work. Few bricks manufacturing units are working in this
area which consumes clay as the raw material in the manufacturing of the bricks.
The district forms part of the vast Indo-Gangetic alluvial tract. The origin of
the Indo- Gangatic tract as a whole is now attributed to sag in the earth‟s crust,
formed in the upper Eocene times, between the Gondwana land and the raising
Himalayan belt. The older alluvium, locally known as banger, forms slightly
elevated terraces, usually above the flood level. The newer alluvia, locally called
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khaddar, are contained to the lowland tracts. The economic minerals found in the
district are kankar, reh and sand.

(Source:mineral.up.nic.in)

Fig. 1: Location map of BULANDSHAHAR
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General Profile of the district
The history of Bulandshahar begins even before 1200 B.C. This region is
nearer to the capital of Pandavas - Indraprasth and Hastinapur. After of decline of
Hastinapur, Ahar which is situated in the north east of district Bulandshahar
became an important place for Pandavas. With passes of time the king Parma made
a fort on this part of region and a king named Ahibaran laid the foundation of a
tower called Baran (Bulandshahar). Since it was perched on a highland it came to
be known as high city which was translated into passion language as Bulandshahar.
At present this is called by this name. The history of Khurja Pottery goes back to
about 600 years ago, when some of the potters' families moved from Delhi to
Khurja during reign of Emperor Mohammad-binTughlak. Starting with red clay
pottery they moved on to blue glaze and on red clay articles with engobe of white
clay, painting floral designs with cupric oxide and applying a soft glaze containing
glass and borax etc. During World War II, ban was imposed on various metals for
making household utensils and import of ceramic goods was drastically curtailed.
To meet the demand of ceramic wares mainly for war hospitals, the Government of
Uttar Pradesh established a ceramic unit. After the war, the factory was closed
down in 1946 due to lack of demand of its products. The factory was equipped
with three small kilns, two chimneys and three ball mills. The Government of Uttar
Pradesh made a thoughtful consideration for the utilization of the available
machinery, other capital items and instead of closing it down, converted into a
Pottery Development Centre. It was the first pottery related to common facilities
center in the country where entrepreneurs were provided the facilities for firing
their green wares in the Govt. kilns on payments of a nominal charge.
[ http://dcmsme.gov.in/dips/2016-17/11_DIPS_Bulandshahar.pdf]
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Climate Condition
May is generally the hottest month with the mean daily maximum
temperature at about 41oC, the mean daily minimum temperature at about 27oC and
maximum temperature reaches to 45oC with the onset of the monsoon there is
appreciable drop in temperature. January is generally the coldest month with mean
daily maximum temperature at about 21oC and mean daily minimum temperature
at about 8oC. The mean monthly minimum temperature is 18.4 oC and mean
monthly maximum temperature is 31.5oC. During monsoon season the relative
humidity is generally high and it decreases rapidly and by summer which is driest
part.

[http://dcmsme.gov.in/dips/201617/DIP%20Bulandshahar%20PKS%201.6.2016.p
df]
Rainfall & Humidity
The normal annual total rainfall is 696 mm. In the year 2011 the total
average rainfall was only 258.35. The climate is sub-humid and is characterized by
a cold winter, a hot summer and general dryness except during southwest monsoon
season. About 90% of rainfall takes place from June to September. During
monsoon surplus water is available for deep percolation to ground water.. The
mean monthly morning relative humidity is 65% and mean monthly evening
relative humidity 45%. Winds are generally light with some increase in speed in
summer and monsoon seasons. The mean wind velocity is 6.3 k.m.ph. The
potential evapotranspiration is 1529.8 mm.
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Topography & Terrain
Bulandshahar district forming a part of Ganga-Yamuna Doab, lies in the
western part of U.P. Eastern boundary of the district being define by river Ganga.
The district is almost a monotonous plain with occurrence of sand dunes, and
sandy ridges, ravineous tracts and depressions close to river Ganga. At times, close
to other minor rivers also, occurrence of minor sandy mounds can be seen. At
places, close to river system, badland topography have developed which is due to
differentiated erosions. Kankar-lenses and beds are seen exposed and forms
mounds. The fertile and cultivated soil expanses are sometimes broken by barren
expanses of flat lands which are user lands having kankar at shallow depth as well
as having alkaline soils on the surface spread as white sheet. msl in the south at the
boundary of district with Aligarh district indicating an elevation difference of 13.6
m only. The general slope of the ara is about 0.29 m/km which is too gentle. The
city of Bulandshahar, district headquarter, located in the western part of the
district, is having an elevation of 222 ma msl.
Major part of the land surface lies within the upland surface between the
valleys of two rivers-Ganga and Karwan Nadi. This upland surface is dissected by
minor drainages namely Kali Nadi, Nim Nadi which run more or less parallel to
each other in the district and have developed district valley floor. In its regional
aspect, the district can be divided into following tracts/units based on
morphological consideration.
I. Khadar
II. Upland
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[http://cgwb.gov.in/District_Profile/UP/Bulandshahar.pdf]
Water Course & Hydrology
Ground water occurs in the pore spaces of the unconsolidated alluvial
sediments in the zone of saturation. The near surface sediments are dominantly
sandy clays and clays which grade into sediments having varied proportions of
sand and clays. These sediments occur as inter layered sequence and pockets.
Kankar is generally present in clay in the form of lenses and layers as well as
interspersed. These mixed sediments occur down to 20 m and support large
number of dug wells. The depth of dug wells range between 6 to 20 m. Below the
top 4 to 10 m silty clays and clays, there occurs the sand formations which form a
part of aquifer system. This aquifer is largely unconfined to semi-confined and
supports a large number of cavity/shallow tube wells.
[ http://cgwb.gov.in/District_Profile/UP/Bulandshahar.pdf]
Ground Water Development
Development of ground water in the district is mainly through dug wells,
Hand Pumps – India Mark-II and Tubewells. The gross ground water draft for
irrigation in the district as on 31.3.2009 is 1061MCM whereas the ground water
draft for domestic and industrial use is 58 MCM. Hence the existing gross ground
water draft for all uses in the district is 1119 MCM. Net Ground Water Availability
for future irrigation development in the district is 308 MCM. A quantum of 81.67
MCM has been allocated for domestic and industrial requirement for year 2025.
Net available ground water availability in the district is 1451 MCM. The stage of
ground water development for the district is 77.15%.
In Dibai block, the level of development is 29.81%. In this block there is scope of
ground water development with proper management and control. In the blocks of
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high level of ground water development (>70%) covering major parts of the
district it is necessary to exercise caution while planning further development of
available ground water resources in the district.
Drainage System
The district falls in the doab of Ganga and Yamuna rivers (Ganga basin and
Yamuna basin). The district is drained by river Ganga, Kali nadi, Karwan nadi and
Nim nadi. All these drainages flow in SE course in their regional pattern. Ganga
River – forms the eastern boundary of the district. It has developed a wide flood
plain on the eastern bank. A variable width of flood plain is seen in the western
bank. The flow of the river is south or SE.
Kali Nadi – enters the district near Gulaothi and flows in a southerly direction near
Khurja. It becomes south easterly stream in Pahasu block. The river has a tortuous
course and bends are numerous being at places succession of loops. It‟s banks are
well defined and forms a narrow flood plain. It is a ephemeral river, which is fed
by effluents of industrial units especially sugar mills.
Karwan Nadi – Between Kali nadi on the east and Mat Canal on the west, flows
Karwan Nadi which originates in the NE of Dadri. Originally it was not well
defined but was a chain of swamps and Jheels till the Irrigation Department
Widened and deepened its channel and created a drainage for the area between
Ganga Canal and Mat Branch. Its banks are not well defined but channel is level
and firm.
Nim Nadi – This river flows between Kali and Ganga in a southerly course. It
originates in syare block in a series of Jheels. It runs in an irregular curve. Its banks
are well defined and river bed is well entrenched.
[http://www.cgwb.gov.in/District_Profile/UP/Bulandshahar.pdf]
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Table 1: Drainage System with Description of main rivers
S.No.

Name of River

Area

Drained % Area drained

(Sq.Km.)
1663km2

Ganga River

1.

(166300 27.9 % of total area

Ha)

Table 2: Salient features of Important rivers and streams
S.No.

Name of River / Total
stream

length Place of Origin

in the District

Altitude

at

Origin

(in Km)
1

Ganga River

48.40 km

Gangotri
3892 m
Glacier at Gomukh

Ganga River
Ganga rivers enters in Bulandshahar at village Ravani katiri khadar and at
gokulpur khader river Ganga exits from District Bulandshahar.
Table 3: List of villages through which river Ganga passes
S.No. Name of Place

13

Elevation

1.

Ravani khatiri khaddar

176

2.

Basi

194

3.

Basi khaddar

192

4.

Nizampur khaddar

196

5.

Madhuhasan garhi bager

201
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6.

Mandu

197

7.

Mayunishpur

187

8.

Anupsheher

191

9.

Sherpur bangar

192

10.

Bikona chap khaddar

183

11.

Karanwas

191

12.

Rampur khaddar

181

13.

Jamalpur sailab

181

14.

Nayabas khaddar

182

15.

Rajghat

187

16.

Uday garhi khader

182

17.

Nuadayi khader

187

18.

Hakimpur khader

187

19.

Ramghat

185

20.

Gokulpur khader

174

21.

Asalatpur khader

177

Table 6: List of drains in District Bulandshahar
S.No.

Name of Water body

Merges with

1.

Kali Nadi

Ganga River

Chhoiya nala
Nim nadi
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Fauna
Forests in the district are few and scattered and naturally they do not abound
in the wild animals. The commonest is the wild pig, found in khadars of rivers.in
the uplands the black buck and blue bull are some times seen. In the district are
also seen the jungle cat, nilgai, jackal, hyena, hare, fox, monkey and langur.
[Gazetteer of Bulandshahar]
Flora
The climate in different parts of the district being uniform in nature the type
of vegetation here depends upon soil, sub soil and minor topographical features.
The district as a whole is poorly wooded. In the western and central portions the
soil does not seem naturally well adapted to the growth of the mango. The common
timber trees are shisham, nim, peepal, siras, ashok, bargad, gular, neonj amaltas,
jamun and mango.

Land form & Seismicity
The district of Bulandshahar lies to the south of Ramganga depression. Few major
faults running in ENE-WSW direction and the other NE-SW direction have been
defined by ONGC. Few lineaments running the NE-SW and WNW-ESE directions
have also been delineated on the basis of the study of remote sensing data products.
Soil
The development of soils in the district can be ascribed to different erosional
and depositional agencies. Different morphological units have different types of
soil. The soil ranges from pure sand to stiff clays and including all combination of
the two extreme litho units. The pure sand is called Bhur and clay is called Matiar
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when the sand is mixed with clay in equal proportion, the soil may be termed as
Dumat or Loam – a good agricultural soil. Several subdivisions of dumat is
possible depending upon the contents of clay and sand. The word Kallor is used to
denote the badland patches where nothing grows and may be ingested with Reh at
places. Alluvial soils occurring in flood plain of rivers is called Kemp and yield
good crops. Kankars associated with clay at times retard ground water movement.

Source:\[http://www.nicra-icar.in/nicrarevised/images/statewiseplans/Uttar%20Pradesh/UP6-Bulandshahar26.7.2012.pdf]

Fig. 2: Soil map of Bulandshahar
Demography
In 2011, Bulandshahar had population of 3,499,171 of which male and
female were 1,845,260 and 1,653,911 respectively. The initial provisional data
released by census India 2011, shows that density of Bulandshahar district for 2011
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is 776 people per sq. km. Bulandshahar district administers 4,512 square
kilometers of areas.

Population Distribution

Rural Urban Distribution

1000000

Population

800000
600000
2001
400000

Rural

2011

Urban

200000
0
Total

Male

Female

Fig.3: Demography of Bulandshahar
Table 8: Demographic details of Bulandshahar
Actual population

3,499,171 Population growth

20.12%

(a) Male

1,845,260 Area Sq. Km.

4,512

(b) Female

1,653,911 Density /Km2

776

Average literacy

68.88

Total child population (0-6 549,329
years)

(a) Male literacy

80.93

(b) Female literacy 55.57

(a) Male(0-6 years)

296,455

(b) Female(0-6 years)

253,874

Literates

2,032,565 Sex ratio( per 1000)

896

(a) Male

1,253,314 Child sex ratio (0-6 years)

854

(b) Female

778,342

15.71

Child Proportion

[http://www.census2011.co.in/census/district/513-Bulandshahar.html]
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Physiography of the district
Alluvial sediments are the dominant geology within the River and tributary
catchment. Alluvial sediments are porous and contaminants within an overlying
surface water body will pass easily through the sediments to underlying aquifers.
River systems are commonly in direct hydraulic continuity with the underlying
groundwater aquifer. Physiography of the state is closely related to geology and
structure and can be divided into three distinct physiographic divisions.
In its regional aspect, the district can be divided into following tracts/units
based on morphological consideration.
I. Khadar
II. Uplands
Land utilization pattern of the district
The land use pattern (2005-06) in the State has been indicated in the
Table below. The total cultivated area of the state is 210,232 ha. And the gross
cropped area is 508,503 ha. The area sown during rabi is more as compared to area
sown in kharif. Land use Pattern in Bulandshahar district is given below in Table:
Table 9: Land use pattern of Bulandshahar

Land use categories
Forest
Cultivable waste land
Fallow land
Net sown area
Double Cropped Area
Gross Cropped Area

Area
(in hectare)
7,722
5,111
2,546
2,98,379
2,10,232
5,08,503

Source: Comprehensive - District Agriculture Plan (C-DAP), District Planning Committee Bulandshahar (UP)
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Area

Forest
Cultivable waste land
Fallow Land
net sown area
double cropped area
gross cropped area

Fig 4: land use pattern
According to the land use data of 2004-05, the net area sown and current
fallow land was estimated at 298371 ha. (81.75 per cent) and 2456 (0.70 per cent)
respectively of the total reporting area in district Bulandshahar. The area under
forest accounted for 7726 ha (2.12 per cent). Land put to non-agricultural uses was
estimated at 49710 ha. (13.62 per cent) and unculturable wasteland at 5111 ha.
(1.40 per cent). Grazing land and area under trees and orchards is negligible. The
total reporting area covers 364974 ha. land in the district. It is interesting to note
that total reporting area of the district has decreased by 1.40 per cent (5096 ha.).
Cropping Pattern
The main cropping seasons in the district are Kharif and Rabi. Wheat
is the main crop and is grown in large parts of the district while sugar cane is the
main cash crop. The other crops raised in the district include maize and paddy.
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Main fruits grown are mango and guava. The production and productivity of the
major crops in the district are summarized below in Table:
Table 10: Cropping pattern of Bulandshahar
Crop

Area (ha)

Production (MT)

Wheat

190,278

655,038

Maize

61,674

108,339

Sugar Cane

53,523

3,22,727

Paddy

50513

122273

[http://www.nicra-icar.in/nicrarevised/images/statewiseplans/Uttar%20Pradesh/UP50-Bulandshahar-26.07.14.pdf]

700000
600000
500000
400000

Area (ha)

300000

Production (MT)

200000
100000
0
sugar cane

Wheat

paddy

maize

Fig 5: Cropping Pattern of Bulandshahar District
Geology
The district forms a part of the Gangetic plan which is of recent origin
according to geological chronology and revel a ordinary gangetic alluvium. The
district being a part of the alluvial plain confirm to the same geological sequence
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as the plain itself. The only mineral of importance is kankar. The district is also
noted for its deposits of reh and brick earth. The Bulandshahar district is located in
the Gangetic Plain, and is intersected by numerous streams and ravines and
contains many shallow ponds and natural reservoirs, which overflow during the
rainy seasons, but become dry in the hot season. Even this moist tract is
interspersed with patches of land covered with saline efflorescence called reh.
The monotony of featureless plain of upper Ganga valley is preserved
throughout the district. The district is drained by river Ganga, Yamuna, Kali nadi,
Karwan nadi and Nim nadi. All these drainages flow in SE course in their regional
pattern.
Indo-Gangetic plain
It is the largest alluvial plain in the world occupying an area of 7,00,000
Km2 of which about 2,23,00 km2 lies in Uttar Pradesh and is referred as the Ganga
Plain in parts of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and West Bengal. The plain forms a
featureless undulated surface with an average gradient of about 24 cm per Km
towords southeast. It lies between the Himalaya in the north and the peninsular
Himalaya in the South. In uttar pradesh it is limited by Yamuna river in the west
and continues eastwords through Bihar to West Bengal.Singh (1971) divided the
Ganga Plain into three parts, viz (1) upper Ganga plain delimited by 300m contour
to the north separating it from the sub-Himalaya and 100 m contour in the east
while the Yamuna River demarcated its southern boundry with Bundelkhand and
Banda Plain. (2) The middle Ganga plain extends from the Yamuna River in the
west to the state of West Bengal in the east. The lower Ganges plain and the Assam
Valley are more verdant than the middle Ganga plain. The lower Ganga is centered
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in West Bengal, from which it flows into Bangladesh. After joining the Jamuna a
distributary of Brahmaputra, both rivers form the Ganges Delta.
Morpho-stratigraphically, there are two units or surfaces viz an older
upland or interfluves area free from floods-the Bangar and a younger lowland –the
Khadar, flood prone area. The later is also known as the flood plain, defined by
paleo banks of the river. The upland based on gradient and sediment characteristics
is further divisible into (i) peidomontzone (Bhabhar) and (ii) plane
Age

Morpho-stratigraphic Unit

Late
Holocene
to present

Ganga Plain

Late
Pliestocene
to
early
Holocene

22

Morphological features.

Flood
Plain Active Flood Oscillating /Migratory active
(Khadar)
Plain
channel defined by banks
with point bar, channel bar
sands and overbank silts.
Old
Flood Defined by Palaeobanks with
Plain
bluff
and
showing
development of 1-2 level of
terraces, the highest locally
developed /preserved is
erosional and did not receive
alleviation while lower, filled
up by terrace alluvium, gets
flooded during high floods.
Characterized by levees,
meander scrolls, ox-bow
lakes
and
abandoned
channel.
Varansi upland Piedmont one A narrow southerly sloping
or interfluves (Bhabhar)
northern part of the upland
area free from
adjoining Siwalik hills with
floods (Bangar)
moderate southerly gradient,
seasonally active fluvial
channel dying out and
reappearing as spring line at
distal end merging with the
Varansi plain and forming
local
swampy
(Tarai)
Preliminary Draft Report
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Varansi Plain

Middle
Pliestocene

Bundelkhand
Plain

Flood Plain (Khadar)

Upland (Bangar) Banda Plain

conditions. High moisture
content supporting dense
forest.
Almost flat with southeasterly
gradient
characterized by low sandy
mounds and ridges in
northern parts (Bhur surface)
and wide extansive clayey
southern part with soil
alkalization, abundant relict
fluvial
featurespaleochannel with meander
cutoffs, ox-bow lakes and
Tals.
Deep narrow flood plain
defined
by
ravenous
paleobanks of the river.
Northerly sloping undulatory
upland with a narrow
piedmont zone in south, and
ravenous tracts along river.
Formed in southern part of
the Siwalik basin north of
vindhyan Range. It is
invariably covered with thin
cover of black cottan type
soil.
Vegetation
poor
dominated by thorny bushes.

The clay have less Kankar and organic remains present in them, suitably useful for brick earths.
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Fig6: Geological map of Uttar Pradesh
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Mineral wealth
As per geological and mineral atlas of India sheet no 14, miscellaneous
bulletin no-30 and mineral resource map of district the area contained alluvial loam
along with some percentage of sand upto a deep layer. Mineral wealth of the
district has great significance in terms of socio-economic prosperity and economic
base.
Soil
The chief soil of the district is rich loam, seota. This soil dries white or to a
very light grey colour and dark coloured when manured. It is poor when mixed
with sand, more especially yellow sand. Dehra is clay in depressions. It is often
fertile, but heavy to till ans being liable to floods grow Rabi crops only.
There is a ridge of yellow sandy soil called blur or pilota, which passes
down the entire length of the district through the western parganas. It is yellow,
light and sandy loam which dries rapidly and yields well.
Khadar is river alluvium, usually variable but commonly sandy, particularly
near Yamuna. Because of flood and over-saturation it is impossible to grow kharif
crops in such areas.
Reh, Shora and khallar are some of the defects of the seota and dakra soils
in lowlying areas. They result in usar or totally barren land.
Bara is the dominating soil in the vicinity of towns or villages. Around the
town, a certain area of land is noted for the cultivation of more profitable crops of
vegetables, and is classed as kachhiana. The outer ring of bara is known as ageta.
Jungle 1 is the outlying soil of the seota tracts. Jungle 2 resembles it but has
some defects like bilota sandiness, unevenness, scouring by river, reh,
waterlogging or remoteness from habitation sites. [Gazetteer of Bulandshahar]
Mineralogy of soil in Bulandshahar
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The district forms part of the vast Indo-Gangetic alluvial tract. The origin of
the Indo- Gangatic tract as a whole is now attributed to sag in the earth‟s crust,
formed in the upper Eocene times, between the Gondwana land and the raising
Himalayan belt. The older alluvium, locally known as banger, forms slightly
elevated terraces, usually above the flood level. The newer alluvia, locally called
khaddar, are contained to the lowland tracts.
Sand – it is obtained from the banks and bars of the river Dhasan and is used
extensively for building purposes.

Sand
Sand is the main mineral available in the basin of Ganga and Yamuna which
is used in civil construction work.

Texture and mineralogy of sand at Bulandshahar, Uttar Pradesh
Texture-Fine to Medium grain sand
Minerals- Mostly constituted of Quartz and feldspar mineral with little micaceous
minerals and heavies. It contains very little amount of clayey minerals.

Description of Rivers
The main rivers running through the district are Ganga and yamuna.
Ganga River
To the east of the Upper Ganga plain is Middle Ganga plain occupying
eastern part of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. It measures about 600 km in east-west and
nearly 330 km in north-south direction accounting for a total area of about 1.44
lakh sq km. Its northern and southern boundaries are well defined by the
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Himalayan foothills and the peninsular edge respectively. Its western and eastern
boundaries are rather ill defined and the region is wide open on both the sides
giving it the personality of the east-west continuum of the vast isotropic Ganga
Plain. There is no physical boundary worth the name and the plain imperceptibly
opens up in the west from out of the upper Ganga Plain and so invisibly dies out
into the lower Ganga Plain in the east. Ganga River is a national river of India and
making trans-boundary with India and Bangladesh. The Ganga begins at the
confluence of the Bhagirathi and Alaknanda rivers near Dev Prayag and after
travelling the 2525 km long path, empties itself in to Bay of Bengal. In Ganga
Plain the hydrology of Ganga River is influenced by its major or minor tributaries.
Ganga basin is a part of the composite Ganga-Brahmputra-Meghna basin.
The basin lies in China, Nepal, India and Bangladesh and drains an area of
10,86,000 sq. kms. It is bounded on the north by the Himalayas, on the west by the
Aravallis as well as the ridge separating it from Indus basin, on the south by the
Vindhyas and Chhotanagpur Plateau and on the east by the Brahmaputra ridge. Its
catchment lies in the states of Uttar Pradesh (2,94,364 sq. kms), Madhya Pradesh
(1,98,962 sq. kms), Bihar (1,43,961 sq. kms), Rajasthan (1,12,490 sq. kms), West
Bengal (71,485 sq. kms), Haryana (34,341 sq. kms), Himachal Pradesh (4,317 sq.
kms) and Delhi (1,484 sq. kms). The basin has a population of 356.8 million. The
Ganga originates as Bhagirathi from the Gangotri Glaciers in the Himalayas at an
elevation of about 7010-m above mean sea level, in the Uttarkashi district of Uttar
Pradesh. The Bhagirathi is joined by the Alaknanda at Deoprayag and the
combined stream under the name Ganga flowing through the mountain region
debouches into the plains at Rishikesh. It is joined by a large number of tributaries
on both the banks in the course of its total run of 2,525 km before its outfall into
the Bay of Bengal. The Important tributaries are the Yamuna, the Ramaganga, the
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River System of
Bulandshahar

Fig 7: River System of India
Gomti, the Ghagra, the Sone, the Gandak, the Burhi Gandak, the Kosi and the
Mahananda. At Farakka in West Bengal the river divides into tow arms namely the
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Padma which flows to Bangladesh and the Bhagirathi which flows through West
Bengal.

Bulandshahar

Fig 8: District Bulandshahar (part of Upstream of Gomti confluence to
Muzaffarnagar Sub-basin)
[http://www.india-wris.nrsc.gov.in/wrpinfo/index.php?title=Ganga]
Table11: Catchments Details of Ganga river
S.No.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Total Area

Uttar Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Bihar
Rajisthan
West Bengal
Haryana
Himachal Pradesh
Delhi
Tibet and Nepal

294,364
198,962
143,961
112,490
71,485
34,341
317
1,484
228,596
142,250

Process of deposition
Sediment transport is critical to understanding how rivers work because it is
the set of processes that mediates between the flowing water and the channel
boundary. Erosion involves removal and transport of sediment (mainly from the
boundary) and deposition involves the transport and placement of sediment on the
boundary. Erosion and deposition are what form the channel of any alluvial river
as well as the floodplain through which it moves. The amount and size of sediment
moving through a river channel are determined by three fundamental controls:
competence, capacity and sediment supply. Competence refers to the largest size
(diameter) of sediment particle or grain that the flow is capable of moving; it is a
hydraulic limitation. If a river is sluggish and moving very slowly it simply may
not have the power to mobilize and transport sediment of a given size even though
such sediment is available to transport. So a river may be competent or
incompetent with respect to a given grain size. If it is incompetent it will not
transport sediment of the given size. If it is competent it may transport sediment of
that size if such sediment is available (that is, the river is not supply-limited).
Capacity refers to the maximum amount of sediment of a given size that a
stream can transport in traction as bedload. Given a supply of sediment, capacity
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depends on channel gradient, discharge and the calibre of the load (the presence of
fines may increase fluid density and increase capacity; the presence of large
particles may obstruct the flow and reduce capacity). Capacity transport is the
competence-limited sediment transport (mass per unit time) predicted by all
sediment-transport equations, examples of which we will examine below. Capacity
transport only occurs when sediment supply is abundant (non-limiting). Sediment
supply refers to

Fig 9: Standard Sand Mining Operation
the amount and size of sediment available for sediment transport. Capacity
transport for a given grain size is only achieved if the supply of that calibre of
sediment is not limiting (that is, the maximum amount of sediment a stream is
capable of transporting is actually available). Because of these two different
potential constraints (hydraulics and sediment supply) distinction is often made
between supply-limited and capacity-limited transport.
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Fig. 10: Floodplain Excavation Pit Geometry for Streamlined Floodplain

Most rivers probably function in a sediment-supply limited condition
although we often assume that this is not the case. Much of the material supplied
to a stream is so fine (silt and clay) that provided it can be carried in suspension,
almost any flow will transport it. Although there must be an upper limit to the
capacity of the stream to transport such fines, it is probably never reached in
natural channels and the amount moved is limited by supply. In contrast,
transport of coarser material (say, coarser than fine sand) is largely capacity
limited.
Modes of Sediment Transport
The sediment load of a river is transported in various ways although these
distinctions are to some extent arbitrary and not always very practical in the sense
that not all of the components can be separated in practice:
1. Dissolved load
2. Suspended load
3. Intermittent suspension (saltation) load
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4. Wash load
5. Bed load

Sediment Transport in Rivers
The loose boundary (consisting of movable material) of an alluvial channel
deforms under the action of flowing water and the deformed bed with its changing
roughness (bed forms) interacts with the flow. A dynamic equilibrium state of the
boundary may be expected when a steady and uniform flow has developed (Nalluri
& Featherstone, 2001).The resulting movement of the bed material (sediment) in
the direction of flow is called sediment transport and a critical bed shear stress (t)
must be exceeded to start the particle movement. Such a critical shear stress is
referred as incipient (threshold) motion condition, below which the particles will
be at rest and the flow is similar to that on a rigid boundary.

Sediment Influx Rate
Sediment influx in Ephemeral streams is generally confined to the beginning
of the rainy season as velocity of the water washes down medium to fine sand and
silt depending on the velocity and gradient of land. Cobbles, pebbles and boulders
will be transported buy only over short distance. Boulders are normally 256 mm
and above are normally transported either by dragging action or by saltation.
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Fig.11: Sediment Transport in river
Recharge is in two forms, one general deposition of course, medium and fine
sand when the velocity of the river water decreases below the carrying capacity.
However, flash floods due to heavy rains in the upper reaches often causes rapid
transportation of boulder, sand etc., along with silt which can never deposit
.
Recharge Rate: It is dependent upon the following 4 factors
1.

Velocity of the water and change of velocity

2.

Size of particles

3.

Temporary increase in density of carrying media due to presence of silt load.

4.

Artificial or natural barriers being encountered within the river course, where
due to the sudden check in velocity, materials are deposited.
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The numerical sedimentation rate varies from 50cm medium sand to as much
as 3m of medium and fine sand where the slope of the river bed is less than 10 0
slope per season. For silt and clay, these only be deposited in the flood area and
normally varies between 1-5m over 6 months period.

Fig12: Flow chart for volume estimation
Estimation of Sedimentation
The sedimentation rate in India is estimated using empirical formula, actual
observed data and reservoir sedimentation survey. The recommended BIS (121821987) method has been widely used for reservoir planning. In addition the
sediment data is also collected by the state governments on river systems in their
respective territories. Thus there is enough data to estimate both the average annual
sediment yield and also the distribution of annual sediment yields. There are also
situations where the gauging stations provide nested systems of catchments. In
these situations data can be used to identify the contribution to the total sediment
yield from individual sub-catchments. Though this data is extremely useful and is
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recommended to be fully used for estimation of sediment rate, the data need to be
interpreted with care. The sediment measurements are, in general, based on bottle
sample taken from near the water surface. In general, the suspended sediment
concentration varies with depth, with the sediment concentration being greatest at
the lower levels. This means that the measurement may under estimate the
suspended sediment concentrations. The data provides an excellent resource for
estimating sediment yield directly. The sediment yield depends on catchment area,
the average catchment slope, the lithology of the catchment, the land use, the
drainage density, the annual/seasonal precipitation and storm events etc. There are
a number of empirical methods developed in USA and still used worldwide to
assess sediment erosion like the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), Modified
Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE) and Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation
(RUSLE). Some work has been done in India and certain empirical relations have
been developed linking annual sediment yield with some of these parameters
(CWC, 2010).
Estimation of sediment yield from the catchment area above the reservoir is
usually made using river sediment observation data or more commonly from the
experience of sedimentation of existing reservoirs with similar characteristics. On
adopting the first procedure, it is usually necessary (though often not complied
within practice) to evolve proper sediment water discharge rating curve and
combine it with flow duration (or stage duration curve) based on uniformly spaced
daily or shorter time units in case of smaller river basins. Where observed
stage/flow data is available for only shorter periods, these have to be suitably
extended with the help of longer data on rainfall to eliminate, as far as possible, the
sampling errors due to shortness of records. The sediment discharge rating curves
may also be prepared from hydraulic considerations using sediment load formulae,
that is, modified Einstein‟s procedure but this has not yet become popular. It is also
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necessary to account for the bed load which may not have been measured. While
bed load measurement is preferable when it is not possible, it is often estimated as
a percentage generally ranging from 5 to 20 percent of the suspended load.
However, practical means of measuring bed load of sediment needs to be
undertaken particularly in cases where high bed loads are anticipated. To assess the
volume of sediment that would deposit in the reservoir, it is further necessary to
make estimates of average trap efficiency for the reservoir in question and the
likely unit weight of sediment deposits, time averaged over the period selected.
The trap efficiency would depend mainly on the capacity inflow ratio but would
also vary with location of controlling outlets and reservoir operating procedures.
The density of deposited sediment would vary with the composition of the
deposits, the location of the deposit within the reservoir, the flocculation
characteristics of clay and water and the age of the deposit. For coarse material
(0.0625 mm and above), variation of density with location and age may be
unimportant but for silt and clay, this may be significant. Normally, a time and
space average density of these fractions, applicable for the period under study is
required for finding the overall volume of deposits. For this purpose, the trapped
sediment for the period under study would have to be classified in fractions by
corrections in inflow estimates of the fractions by trap efficiency. Most of the
sediment removed from the reservoir should be from the silt and clay fraction. In
some special cases, local estimates of densities at a point in the reservoir may be
required instead of average density over the reservoir. Estimates of annual
sediment yield/sedimentation rate assessed from past data are further required to be
suitably interpreted and wherever necessary, the unit rates which would apply to
the future period are computed by analysing data for trends or by making
subjective adjustments for the likely future changes. Where the contributing
drainage area is likely to be reduced by upstream future storages, only such of the
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projects as are under construction or which have the same priority of being taken
up and completed as the project in question are considered for assessing the total
sediment yield. Sediment observation data (see IS:18QO-1968*) is necessary if the
yield is being assessed from hydrometric data. If observational methods are
inadequate, the possibility of large errors should be considered. For drawing
conclusions from reservoir re-surveys, it is important that reduction of at least 10
percent or more has been observed in the capacities of the two successive surveys;
if this is not done, inaccuracies in the successive surveys will distort the estimation
of the capacity reduction between the surveys. If the loss of capacity is small,
useful conclusions may not be forthcoming, and in such cases, river sediment
measurements with its large observational errors may still provide a better
estimate. It is essential to make a proper assessment of sediment yield for reservoir
under study taking relevant factors into account (BIS:12182-1987).
A proper assessment of the effects of sediment transport and of the measures
that may be necessary for its control requires knowledge of the processes of
sediment erosion, transportation, and deposition, and of their interaction with the
hydrological processes in the catchment.
Erosion of catchments
The most significant agent for eroding sediments from land is running water.
Other agents of land erosion include wind, ice, and gravity. The processes by
which water degrades the soil are complicated and depend upon the rainfall
properties, soil properties, land slope, vegetation, agricultural methods, and
urbanization process. The last two factors account for the most important effects of
man‟s activities on erosion. Empirical equations have been developed for the
determination of soil loss (sheet erosion) from agricultural lands. One of them,
developed by Musgrave for conditions prevailing in the United States, is given as
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Where,
E is the mean annual soil loss, in millimetres
I is the inherent erodibility of the soil, in millimetres
R is a land-cover factor
S is the land slope, in per cent
L is the length of the slope in metres, and
P is the 30-minute, two-year rainfall depth, in millimetres.
The values of the parameters I and R, are determined empirically from regional
studies.
Channel erosion
Channel erosion is caused by the forces of the concentrated flow of water.
Its rate depends on the hydraulic characteristics of channel flow and on the
inherent erodibility of channel materials. In non-cohesive materials, the resistance
to erosion is affected by the size, shape, and specific gravity of the particles and by
the slope of the bed. In cohesive materials it also depends on the bonding agents.
The relationships between the hydraulic variables and the parameters influencing
the erodibility of channels are not fully understood and are often expressed by
empirical formulae. Stream and river-control works may have a serious local
influence on accelerating channel erosion if they cause an increase in channel
depth, flow velocity, change the direction of the flow, or reduce the natural
sediment load. The latter effect occurs frequently below dams and may persist for
many kilometres downstream. Bare land and badlands may develop gullies with
rates of advance that can be computed by empirical formulae containing such
parameters as the drainage area of the gully, slope of the approach channel, depth
of rainfall, and clay content of the eroding soil.
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Transportation of sediments in channels
Fine (suspended) sediments transported in rivers originate mainly from the
topsoil of the catchment and from the banks of the channels. However, fine
sediments also originate from sewage and other return flows for example such
sediments comprise about one third of the suspended-sediment load in the lower
Rhine river. A large portion of the transported material comes to rest on flood
plains, especially upstream from hydraulic structures. The settled material
undergoes compaction and other physical and chemical changes that can
sometimes prevent its re-erosion by flows that would have carried it previously. A
decrease is usually found in the mean annual sediment transported per unit area of
the catchment as the area of the catchment increases. The concentration of
suspended sediment in runoff is described by various formulae such as
log cs = ClogQ + B
in which,
cs is the concentration expressed in weight per unit volume of water,
Q is the water discharge,
C is a dimensionless coefficient, and
B is a function of the rainfall depth of the antecedent discharge or of other
meteorological and hydrological variables.
The concentration of suspended sediment varies within the channel crosssection. It is relatively high in the lower portion and may also be non-uniform
laterally. So that its sampling at several points or along several verticals of the
cross-section is often necessary for obtaining its mean. The mean concentration
should be evaluated to yield the total sediment weight per unit time when
multiplied by the water discharge. The graph of suspended sediment against time
usually has a peak that does not occur simultaneously with the peak discharge.
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This lag is a result of the specific conditions in a watershed, and no generalization
has yet been formulated for the evaluation of this difference.
Bed-load transport
Coarse sediments (bed load) move by sliding, rolling, and bouncing along
channels and are concentrated at or near the channel bed. The variables that govern
transport are the size and shape of the particles and the hydraulic properties of the
flow. As a consequence of the interaction between the hydraulic forces and the
coarse sediment, the channel bed assumes different configurations known as plane,
ripples, dunes, flat, standing waves, and antidunes. They exert resistance to the
flow of water that varies within a wide range and assumes a maximum value for
the dune configuration.
Sedimentation
When approaching its mouth, the flow velocity of a river decreases along with its
ability to carry sediment. Coarse sediments deposit first, then interfere with the
channel conveyance, and may cause additional river meanders and distributaries.
The area of the flowing water expands, the depth decreases, the velocity is
reduced, and eventually even fine sediments begin to deposit. As a result, deltas
may be formed in the upper portion of reservoirs. The deposited material may later
be moved to deeper portions of the reservoir by hydraulic processes within the
water body. Sediments are deposited in accordance with their settling velocity. A
significant concentration of suspended sediments may remain in the water column
for several days after its arrival in a reservoir. This may interfere with the use of
the stored water for certain purposes, e.g. for water supply or recreation. It should
be emphasized that not all of the sediment deposits in a reservoir. A large portion
of it remains in the upper zones of the watershed, some is deposited upstream from
reservoirs, and some is carried downstream by the released water. The sediment-
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trapping efficiency in a reservoir depends upon the hydraulic properties of the
reservoir, the nature of the sediment, and the hydraulic properties of the outlet. The
density of newly deposited sediment is relatively low but increases with time. The
organic component in the sediment may undergo changes that may reduce its
volume and enhance biochemical processes in the stored water (WMO, 1994).
Some of the famous sediment transport equations are:1. Dandy – Bolton Equation
2. Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE) developed by Willia
ms and Berndt (1977)
3. Yang Equations
4. Engelund-Hansen Equation

Dandy - Bolton formula is often used to calculate the sedimentation yield because
:The formula uses catchment area and mean annual runoff as key determinants
It does not differentiate in basin wide smaller streams and their characteristics.
Dandy and Bolton equation calculates all types of sediment yield i.e.
Sheet and rill Erosion, gully Erosion,
channel Bed and bank erosion and mass movement etc.
DANDY – BOLTON EQUATION
1. Dandy Bolton formula is often used to calculate the sedimentation
yield.
2. However Computed sediment yields normally would be low for highly
erosive areas and high for well stabilized drainage basins with high
plant density because the equations are derived from average values.
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3. The equations express the general relationships between sediment yield, run
off, and drainage area.
4. Many variables influence sediment yield from a drainage basin. They i
nclude climate, drainage area, soils, geology, topography, vegetation an
d land use.
5. The effect of any of these variables may vary greatly from one geogra
phic location to another, and the relative importance of controlling fact
ors often varies within a given land resource area.
6. The accuracy of the sedimentation surveys varied, ranging from reconn
aissance type measurements of sediment deposits to detailed surveys co
nsisting of closely spaced cross-sections or contours.
Sediment Yield vs. Drainage Area: On the average, sediment yield is inversely proportional to the 0.16 power
of drainage area between 1 and 30,000 square miles.
Sediment Yield vs. Runoff: Sediment yield increased sharply to about 1,860 tons per square mile per
year as runoff increased from 0 to about 2 inches. As runoff increased from 2 to abou
t 50 inches, sediment yield decreased exponentially. Because sediment yield
must approach zero as runoff approaches zero, a curve through the plotted
points must begin at the origin. The abrupt change in slope of a curve thro
ugh the data points at Q equals 2 inches precluded the development of a con
tinuous function that would adequately define this relationship. Thus, there are
two equations derived for when Q was less than 2 inches and when Q was g
reater than 2 inches ( Dandy &Bolton, 1976)
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Method of Mining
a) Extracting gravel from an excavation that does not penetrate the water

table and is located away from an active stream channel should cause little or no
change to the natural hydrologic processes unless the stream captures the pit during
periods of flooding. The exception is that changes in evapotranspiration, recharge,
and runoff may create minor changes to the ground-water system, which may in
turn affect stream flow.
b) Limiting extraction of material in floodplains to an elevation above the
water table generally disturbs more surface area than allowing extraction of
material below the water table.
c) In-stream extraction of gravel from below the water level of a stream
generally causes more changes to the natural hydrologic processes than limiting
extraction to a reference point above the water level.

Fig 13: Aggregate extraction can take place in a number of in-stream and near-stream environments

d) In-stream extraction of gravel below the deepest part of the channel (the
thalweg) generally causes more changes to the natural hydrologic processes than
limiting extraction to a reference point above the thalweg.
e) Excavating sand and gravel from a small straight channel with a narrow
floodplain generally will have a greater impact on the natural hydrologic processes
than excavations on a braided channel with a wide floodplain.
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f) Extracting sand and gravel from a large river or stream will generally
create less impact than extracting the same amount of material from a smaller river
or stream.
Annual rainfall
The climate is sub-humid and it is characterized by a hot dry summer and a
bracing cold season. The average normal rainfall is 619.2 mm mm. About 60% of
rainfall take place from June to September. During monsoon surplus water is
available for deep percolation to ground water. There is a meteorological
observatory at Bulandshahar, the records of which has been taken as representative
meteorological condition for Bulandshahar district. During March to May the air is
least humid with relative humidity high in the morning and less in the evening
mean. Monthly morning relative humidity is 70% and mean monthly evening
relative humidity is 53%. During monsoon season the winds blow predominantly
from east or southeast. The mean wind velocity is 5.6 km/hr. (Source:
Meteorological Department, Government of India, 2010.)
Table 13: Annual Rainfall of Bulandshahar district
YEAR
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

JAN
10.7
25.5
56
13.5
0
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FEB
0
73.8
13.8
0
2

MAR
0
7.7
30
56.7
6.4

APR
6.7
1
5
14
0

MAY
1
4
8.6
1.7
31.8

JUN
5.5
167.2
22.6
47.7
56

JUL
124.8
102.3
71
187.9
288.7

AUG
192.8
109.7
39.5
221.2
161.3

SEPT
56.8
14.1
75.8
3.2
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OCT
0
19.5
11.5
6.5
7.8

NOV
0
1.7
0
0
0

DEC
0.3
4.2
6.5
0
0
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Figure 14: Annual Rainfall Pattern
Overview of mining activity in the district

Sand
Table 14 : Reserve estimation of sand on the banks of Ganga river
Total stretch of Potential
Ganga river area area for
flowing through mining
district
Bulandshahar,
U.P

Mineable
mineral
potential
(MT)

48.40 km

1360

3630 ha

Total area of
Mining Lease
in
Bulandshahar,
U.P

lakhs 9.279 ha

Average
Production in
last 03 years
(MT)

155022 MT

MT
The total area of Ganga River. is almost 36.3 Km2, out of which 15-20% of
water channel cannot be excavated. Area of existing / proposed mining lease area .
is 9.2 ha so the rest of the area i.e. 3620.8 ha needs to be explored. Additional areas
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may be further assessed on the basis of various ecological, environmental, social
and political considerations. It can be further studied as potential area for mining &
revenue generation.
#

The volume calculated are as reserve up to 3m depth as suggested in Standard Environmental

Conditions for Sand Mining in SUSTAINABLE SAND MINING MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
– 2016, issued by MoEF & CC, GOI, Delhi. The mineable volume will be finalized based on the
Mine Plan and Environmental Clearance and may vary by 10% to 20% considering the concept
of safety and stability of Riverbanks & site situation. And this will form the basis of Final
Royalty.
*Considering the density of Sand 1.2g/cm3.

Table 16: Detail Of Production of Sand / Bajri Or Minor Mineral In Last
Three Years In District Bulandshaahr
Sr No.

Year

Production of Minor

1.

2014-2015

Mineral (in Cum)
102950 cum

2.

2015-2016

15150 cum

3.

2016-2017

18200 cum

Table 17: Details Of Royalty Or Revenue Received In Last Three Years
Sr No.
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Year

Revenue Received

1.

2014-2015

651.61 Lakhs

2.

2015-2016

574.99 Lakhs

3.

2016-2017

731.28 Lakhs
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Table 18: List of existing mining leases / permits in District Bulandshahar
S No.

Village and tehsil

Tehsil

river

Gata no/
Khand no

Area
(Ha)

Volume in
cum

1

Unchagaon Khadar

Dibai

Ganga

1 (Khand-1)

9.879

98790

2

Unchagaon Khadar

Dibai

Ganga

1 (Khand-2)

11.424

114240

3

Unchagaon Khadar

Dibai

Ganga

1 (Khand-3)

9.240

92400

4

Unchagaon Khadar

Dibai

Ganga 2/1 (Khand-1)

7.400

74000

5

Unchagaon Khadar

Dibai

Ganga 2/1 (Khand-2)

9.216

92160

Table 19: List of proposed mining lease / permit in District Bulandshahar
S No.

Village and tehsil

Tehsil

river

1

Asalatpur or Naujarpur
khaddar

Dibai

Ganga

Gata no/
Khand no
2

Area
(Ha)
4.00

Volume in
cum
40,000

DISCUSSION
Ordinary earth and Sand has become very important minerals for our society
due to its many uses. Ordinary earth can be used for making brick, filling roads,
whereas sand may be used as building sites, brick-making, making glass,
sandpapers, reclamations, and etc. The role of sand is very vital with regards to the
protection of the coastal environment. It acts as a buffer against strong tidal waves
and storm surges by reducing their impacts as they reach the shoreline. Clean sand
is indeed a rare commodity on land, but common in sand dunes and beaches. The
composition of sand is highly variable, depending on the local rock sources and
conditions, but the most common constituent of sand in inland continental settings
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and non-tropical coastal settings is silica (silicon dioxide, or SiO2), usually in the
form of quartz which because of its chemical inertness and considerable hardness,
is the most common mineral resistant to weathering and it has become a very
important mineral for the expansion of society. Sand is a naturally occurring
granular material composed of finely divided rock and mineral particles. River
sand is one of the world‟s most plentiful resources (perhaps as much as 20% of the
Earth‟s crust is sand) and has the ability to replenish itself. River sand is vital for
human well being & for sustenance of rivers. Sand mining is a sensitive
environmental issue which is taken into the consideration by Geology & Mining
Department, Govt. of U.P. and Ministry of Environment & Forest, Climate
Change. Govt.

of India. Geology & Mining Department, Govt. of U.P. had

notified in rule no. 41 of Uttar Pradesh Minor Mineral Concession Rules, 1963
and MoEF &CC in Standard Environmental Condition For Sand Mining, of
SSMMG, 2016

has given minimum distance from the mining lease area are

compared and maximum distance permissible from the MLA is given in Table
21.
Table 21: Environmental Sensitivity Analysis of Site
S. No.

Feature

Max. distance

Reference

1.

School

50 m

UPMMCR,1963

2.

Hospital

50m

UPMMCR,1963

3.

Road(NH)

100 m

4.

Road(SH)

50 m

UPMMCR,1963

5.

MDR

50 m

UPMMCR,1963

6.

Railway Station

100 m

UPMMCR,1963
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7.

Chak Road

10 m

UPMMCR,1963

8.

Bridge or embankment

200 m

UPMMCR, 1963

9.

Water supply /Irrigation
scheme

200 m

UPMMCR, 1963

As a resource, sand by definition is „a loose, incoherent mass of mineral materials
and is a product of natural processes.‟ These processes are the disintegration of
rocks and corals under the influence of weathering and abrasion. When sand is
freshly formed the particles are usually angular and sharply pointed but they grow
gradually smaller and more rounded as they become constantly worn down by the
wind or water (ISM Envis, Dhanbad)
The “SUSTAINABLE SAND MINING MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES –
2016” of MoEF&CC envisages to ensure that sand and gravel mining is done in
environmentally sustainable and socially responsible manner; availability of
adequate quantity of 21 aggregate in sustainable manner; improve the effectiveness
of monitoring of mining and transportation of mined out minerals; conservation of
the river equilibrium and its natural environment by protection and restoration of
the ecological system; avoid aggradation at the downstream reach especially those
with hydraulic structures such as jetties, water intakes, etc.; to ensure the rivers are
protected from bank and bed erosion beyond its stable profile; no obstruction to the
river flow, water transport and restoring the riparian rights and in-stream habitats;
to avoid pollution of river water leading to water quality deterioration; to prevent
depletion of ground water reserves due to excessive draining out of ground water;
and streamlining the process for grant of environmental clearance for sustainable
mining. The MoEF&CC has also issued notifications SO No. 141(E) dated
15.01.2016 and SO No. 190(E) dated 20.01.2016 under Environment (Protection)
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Act, 1986 on mining of minor minerals and constitution of District Level
Environment Impact Assessment Authority and District Level Environmental
Appraisal Committee. These notifications have delegated the power to grant
environmental clearance for sand mining to an Authority headed by the District
Magistrate. These notifications promote use of satellite imagery to decide the site
suitable for mining and quantity of sand which can be mined. The MoEF&CC
prescribes following procedures for sand mining;
a) Parts of the river reach that experience deposition or aggradation shall be
identified first. The Lease holder/ Environmental Clearance holder may be
allowed to extract the sand and gravel deposit in these locations to manage
aggradation problem.
b) The distance between sites for sand and gravel mining shall depend on the
replenishment rate of the river. Sediment rating curve for the potential sites shall
be developed and checked against the extracted volumes of sand and gravel.
c) Sand and gravel may be extracted across the entire active channel during the
dry season.
d) Abandoned stream channels on terrace and inactive floodplains be preferred
rather than active channels and their deltas and flood plains. Stream should not
be diverted to form inactive channel.
e) Layers of sand and gravel which could be removed from the river bed shall
depend on the width of the river and replenishment rate of the river.
f) Sand and gravel shall not be allowed to be extracted where erosion may occur,
such as at the concave bank.
g) Segments of braided river system should be used preferably falling within the
lateral migration area of the river regime that enhances the feasibility of
sediment replenishment.
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h) Sand and gravel shall not be extracted within 200 to 500 meter from any
crucial hydraulic structure such as pumping station, water intakes, and bridges.
The exact distance should be ascertained by the local authorities based on local
situation. The cross-section survey should cover a minimum distance of 1.0 km
upstream and 1.0 km downstream of the potential reach for extraction. The
sediment sampling should include the bed material and bed material load before,
during and after extraction period. Develop a sediment rating curve at the
upstream end of the potential reach using the surveyed cross- section. Using the
historical or gauged flow rating curve, determine the suitable period of high flow
that can replenish the extracted volume. Calculate the extraction volume based
on the sediment rating curve and high flow period after determining the
allowable mining depth.
i) Sand and gravel could be extracted from the downstream of the sand bar at
river bends. Retaining the upstream one to two thirds of the bar and riparian
vegetation is accepted as a method to promote channel stability.
j) Flood discharge capacity of the river could be maintained in areas where there
are significant flood hazard to existing structures or infrastructure. Sand and
gravel mining may be allowed to maintain the natural flow capacity based on
surveyed cross- section history.
k) Alternatively, off-channel or floodplain extraction is recommended to allow
rivers to replenish the quantity taken out during mining.
l) The Piedmont Zone (Bhabhar area) particularly in the Himalayan foothills,
where riverbed material is mined, this sandy-gravelly track constitutes excellent
conduits and holds the greater potential for ground water recharge. Mining in
such areas should be preferred in locations selected away from the channel bank
stretches.
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m) Mining depth should be restricted to 3 meter and distance from the bank
should be 3 meter or 10 percent of the river width whichever less.
n) The borrow area should preferably be located on the river side of the
proposed embankment, because they get silted up in course of time. For low
embankment less than 6 m in height, borrow area should not be selected within
25 m from the toe/heel of the embankment. In case of higher embankment the
distance should not be less than 50 m. In order to obviate development of flow
parallel to embankment, cross bars of width eight times the depth of borrow pits
spaced 50 to 60 meters centre-to centre should be left in the borrow pits.
o) Demarcation of mining area with pillars and geo-referencing should be done
prior to start of mining.
The above notifications and Guidelines, being notified under the provisions of the
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, have acquired the status of statutory
provisions and have to be followed.
GSI Guidelines-Geological Survey of India (GSI) has collated/ formulated
considered geo-scientific opinions to address issues pertaining to riverbed gravel/
sand mining. Besides resource extraction, ultimate objectives of riverbed mining
should be:(i)

protection and restoration of the ecological system,

(ii)

to prevent damages to the river regime,

(iii)

to work out the sediment influx/ replenishment capacity of the river, to
restore the riverine configuration (landforms and fluvial geomorphology,
such as bank erosion, change of river course gradient, flow regime, etc.),

(iv)
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(v)

to prevent depletion of ground water reserves due to excessive draining
out of groundwater, and

(vi)

to restore the riparian rights and in-stream habitats.

GSI has identified major hazards caused due to mining of sand/gravel as under:
a) Instream habitat: The impact of mining may result in increase in river
gradient, suspended load, sediment transport, sediment deposition, turbidity,
change

in

temperature,

etc.

Excessive

sediment

deposition

for

replenishment/ refilling of the pits affect turbidity, prevent the penetration of
the light required for photosynthesis of micro and macro flora which in turn
reduces food availability for aquatic fauna. Increase in river gradient may
cause excessive erosion causing adverse effect on the instream habitats. B
b) Riparian habitat: This includes vegetative cover on and adjacent to the river
banks, which controls erosion, provide nutrient inputs into the stream and
prevents intrusion of pollutant in the stream through runoff. Bank erosion
and change of morphology of the river can destroy the riparian vegetative
cover.
c) Degradation of Land: Mining pits are responsible for river channel shifting
as well as degradation of land, causing loss of properties and degradation of
landscape.
d) Lowering of groundwater table in the floodplain area: Mining may cause
lowering of riverbed level as well as river water level resulting in lowering
of groundwater table due to excessive extraction and draining out of
groundwater from the adjacent areas. This may cause shortage of water for
the vegetation and human settlements in the vicinity.
e) Depletion of groundwater: excessive pumping out of groundwater during
sand mining especially in abandoned channels generally result in depletion
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of groundwater resources causing severe scarcity and affecting irrigation and
potable water availability. In extreme cases it may also result in creation of
ground fissures and land subsidence in adjacent areas.
f) Polluting groundwater: In case the river is recharging the groundwater,
excessive mining will reduce the thickness of the natural filter materials
(sediments), infiltration through which the ground water is recharged. The
pollutants due to mining, such as washing of mining materials, wastes
disposal, diesel and vehicular oil lubricants and other human activities may
pollute the ground water.
g) Choking of filter materials for ingress of ground water from river:
Dumping of waste material, compaction of filter zone due to movement
heavy machineries and vehicles for mining purposes may reduce the
permeability and porosity of the filter material through which the
groundwater is recharging, thus resulting in steady decrease of ground water
resources.
The GSI has suggested that riverbed mining may be allowed considering
minimization of the above mentioned deleterious impacts. The guidelines of
National Water Policy of India should also be followed which states that watershed
management through extensive soil conservation, catchment area treatment,
preservation of forest, increasing of forest cover and construction of check dams
should be promoted. Efforts shall be made to conserve the water in the catchments.
Following geo-scientific considerations have been suggested to be taken into
account for sand/ gravel mining:1. Abandoned stream channels on terrace and inactive floodplains may be
preferred rather than active channels and their deltas and floodplains.
Replenishment of ground water has to be ensured if excessive pumping out of
water is required during mining.
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2. Stream should not be diverted to form inactive channel.
3. Mining below subterranean water level should be avoided as a safeguard
against environmental contamination and over exploitation of resources
4. Large rivers and streams whose periodic sediment replenishment capacity are
larger, may be preferred than smaller rivers.
5. Segments of braided river system should be used preferably falling within the
lateral migration area of the river regime that enhances the feasibility of
sediment replenishment.
6. Mining at the concave side of the river channel should be avoided to prevent
bank erosion. Similarly meandering segment of a river should be selected for
mining in such a way as to avoid natural eroding banks and to promote mining
on naturally building (aggrading) meander components.
7. Scraping of sediment bars above the water flow level in the lean period may
be preferred for sustainable mining.
8. It is to be noted that the environmental issues related to mining of minerals
including riverbed sand mining should clearly state the size of mine leasehold
area, mine lease period, mine plan and mine closure plan, along with mine
reclamation and rehabilitation strategies, depth of mining and period of mining
operations, particularly in case of river bed mining.
9. The Piedmont Zone (Bhabbar area) particularly in the Himalayan foothills,
where riverbed material is mined. This sandy- gravelly track constitutes
excellent conduits and holds the greater potential for ground water recharge.
Mining in such areas should be preferred in locations selected away from the
channel bank stretches. Areas where channel banks are not well defined,
particularly in the braided river system, midstream areas should be selected for
mining of riverbed materials for minimizing adverse effects on flow regime and
instream habitat.
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10. Mining of gravelly sand from the riverbed should be restricted to a
maximum depth of 3m from the surface. For surface mining operations beyond
this depth of 3m (10 feet), it is imperative to adopt quarrying in a systematic
bench- like disposition, which is generally not feasible in riverbed mining.
Hence, for safety and sustainability restriction of mining of riverbed material to
maximum depth of 3m.is recommended.
11. Mining of riverbed material should also take cognizance of the location of
the active channel bank. It should be located sufficiently away, preferably more
than 3m away (inwards), from such river banks to minimize effects on river
bank erosion and avoid consequent channel migration.
12. Continued riverbed material mining in a given segment of the river will
induce seasonal scouring and intensify the erosion activity within the channel.
This will have an adverse effect not only within the mining area but also both in
upstream and downstream of the river course. Hazardous effects of such
scouring and enhanced erosion due to riverbed mining should be evaluated
periodically and avoided for sustainable mining activities.
13. Mineral processing in case of riverbed mining of the sandy gravelly material
may consist of simple washing to remove clay and silty area. It may involve
crushing, grinding and separation of valueless rock fragments from the
desirable material. The volume of such waste material may range from 10 to
90%. Therefore, such huge quantities of mine wastes should be dumped into
artificially created/ mined - out pits. Where such tailings / waste materials are
very fine grained, they may act as a source of dust when dry. Therefore, such
disposal of wastes should be properly stabilized and vegetated to prevent their
erosion by winds.
14. Identification of river stretches and their demarcation for mining must be
completed prior to mining for sustainable development.
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15. The mined out pits should be backfilled where warranted and area should be
suitably landscaped to prevent environmental degradation.
16. Mining generally has a huge impact on the irrigation and drinking water
resources. These attributes should be clearly evaluated for short-term as well as
long-term remediation (MoWR,2017)

SUMMARY
Table 22: Present Status of Mining
Potential area for Mining

Sand
Ganga River

Mineable mineral

169,185 cum

Potential (MT)
Total existing / proposed
area for Mining

13.279 ha

The total area of Ganga River. is almost 36.3 Km2, out of which 15-20% of water
channel cannot be excavated. Area of existing / proposed mining lease area is 13.2
ha so the rest of the area i.e. 3616.8 ha needs to be explored. Additional areas may
be further assessed on the basis of various ecological, environmental, social and
political considerations. It can be further studied as potential area for mining &
revenue generation.
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